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39. Expansion in Bessel Functions.
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1. Recently J. DelsarteD indicated a ormal process o expanding
arbitrary unction, and proposed the question to discuss its convergence.
In this paper we will give some sucient conditions or the convergence
o Bessel expansions under his -formulation. The method is that used
by us in a memoir on Cauchy’s series.

Let f() be a function defined over (0, ) (o > 1) and satisfying
the following two conditions that (1) z2/f(z) is Lebesque-integrable
in (0, w), and that (2) lira z f(z)=0.

Let us put, after Delsarte,3)

j(ix)= 2F(P+ 1) J(Ix)

+[Y,(,x)J(;t$) J,(x) Y,(,)]f()d$

The section of Delsarte series is, then, given by the contour-integral)

(a) s(x;f)- 2 [j(2x)]

where the con is com of the gment (on the imaginy axis)
from ifl to -ip and the ce plac in the positive half-plane which
starts from -ip and ends at ip, mting the l is at . Let
desiate the par of which long to the first and the rough

quadrants by ) and D rctively.
As the continuity of the liner functionnal 8 we ume the

following Prorty (C): if {f,(x)} is an arbitrary quence of func-
tions everywhere differentiable in the inrval [0, lJ, and if the con-
vergences of {A(x)} and {f(x)} their rtive limits f(x) and
if(x) happen at each int of the inrval [0, 1], then [f,(x)] nds
to ()].
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